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Abstract—T1rho imaging is a promising non-invasive
diagnostic tool for early detection of articular cartilage
degeneration. A mono-exponential model is normally used to
describe the T1rho relaxation process. However,
mono-exponentials may not adequately to describe NMR
relaxation in complex, heterogeneous, and anisotropic materials,
such as articular cartilage. Fractional-order models have been
used successfully to describe complex relaxation phenomena in
the laboratory frame in cartilage matrix components. In this
paper, we develop a time-fractional order (T-FACT) model for
T1rho fitting in human articular cartilage. Representative
results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to fit the
experimental data with smaller root mean squared error than
the one from conventional mono-exponential relaxation model
in human articular cartilage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative disease of articular
cartilage [1]. The loss of proteoglycans and other
macromolecules in the extracellular matrix among the early
stage in OA will develop to cartilage thinning and cause
patient pain. Conventional morphological MRI techniques are
used for the characterization of advanced cartilage lesions.
However, it is less sensitive to assess early macromolecular
changes at the early stages of OA [2]. The early diagnosis of
OA is increasingly important to allow early-intervention
therapies.
T1rho imaging [3,4] is a novel promising noninvasive
quantitative technology for tissue characterization similar to
T1 (spin-lattice relaxation), T2 (spin-spin relaxation) and MT
(magnetization transfer) imaging. T1rho is sensitive to the
slow motion interactions between motion-restricted water
molecules and their local environment. It plays a key role in
visualizing macromolecular changes for many biomedical
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applications. For example, it has demonstrated its potential in
characterizing the earliest changes in articular cartilage
degeneration [3,4] and in detecting disc degeneration [4,5]. In
contrast to T1 or T2 relaxation, T1ρ relaxation characterizes
magnetization decay under the application of the spin-lock
radiofrequency (RF) pulse [6]. It is able to measure the low
frequency processes via applied RF pulse at any currently
available clinical MRI field strengths. To measure T1rho
relaxation, a 90° pulse flipped the spin magnetization into the
transverse plane firstly. Then the so-called spin-lock (SL)
pulse with a long, low powered RF pulse is applied parallel to
the magnetization. The transverse magnetization decays with a
time constant T1ρ around the applied spin lock field. The
relaxation affected by spin-lock field in the rotating frame is
similar to the longitudinal relaxation around the B0 field in the
laboratory frame. As the frequency of the spin-locking pulse is
zero, T1ρ relaxation becomes T2 relaxation. T1ρ approaches
T1 while frequency of the spin-locking pulse approaches the
Larmor frequency. It takes a long scan time as multiple images
with different spin-lock times (TSLs) are needed in
quantitative 3D T1rho mapping. Several ways to effectively
reduce the acquisition time of T1rho mapping are proposed
including reducing the numbers of TSLs or fast imaging
techniques by acquiring highly undersampling k space data
then reconstructed using compress sensing [7-9].
T1rho relaxation process is normally described by a
mono-exponential model. However, one-compartment model
may not adequately to describe more complex tissues where
different proton compartments exist and interact with each
other. Thus, two-compartment model is proposed to describe
the free water proton and the constraint water proton as well as
the interaction between them [10-12]. But there are many
anomalous cases being observed such as or power-law
behavior [13-16] that bi- or multi- exponential model becomes
inadequate to describe NMR relaxation. Fractional order
model, thus, is more flexible to describe the dynamics of
complex phenomenon including the anomalous NMR
relaxation phenomenon. These models have been used
successfully to describe complex relaxation phenomena in the
laboratory frame in cartilage matrix components and native
cartilage [14]. Thus, it is reasonable to consider such models
for T1rho relaxation in articular cartilage. In this work, we
develop a time-fractional order (T-FACT) model and evaluate
the feasibility of the model for T1rho relaxation fitting in
human articular cartilage.
II. THEORY AND METHODS
Fractional calculus is aimed to improve the power of
clinical diagnosis through improved modeling. It has been
successfully used to extend the classical Bloch equations and
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has been proposed to fit the experimental data with an
accuracy that is not achievable with the classical
mono-exponential model under the laboratory frame in the
application of brain and bovine cartilage [14,16], where the
fractional derivatives are expressed as Caputo or
Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative operators. The
definition and properties of the fractional derivative are given
in Appendix session.
Similar to T1 and T2 relaxation, the process of spin-lattice
relaxation in the rotating frame can be described as
time-fractional order relaxation that extends the original
relaxation equation.
A. Time-fractional Order T1rho Fitting Model
Here, we adopt time-fractional order model (T-FACT)
developed by Magin et al [13, 16] to express the process of
T1rho relaxation. Thus, the T-FACT model used to fit
voxel-wise image intensities with different TSLs is described
as
   = S ·  
−  ▹ 
 
  賸▹ 
  ,
where      is the single-parameter Mittag-Leffler function
[13-16],   rho
  =   
 −   rho ,    is fractional time constant to
maintain a consistent set of units, and α is the fractional-order
in time. The definition and properties of the Mittag-Leffler
function are given in Appendix session. In the case of α=1, the
Mittag-Leffler function corresponds to the conventional
mono-exponential relaxation process.
B. Root Mean Square Error
The data sets were fitted to the mono-exponential (MONO)
model and the T-FACT model, respectively. RMSE   ݀  =
  (    ݀ (  ▹ )−  ܿ ݍ 賸݀ (  ▹ ))
2 
 
was performed to compare the
two relaxation models voxel by voxel, where N the number of
TSLs, S   ݀ (  ▹ ) the intensity of   th TSL from    ݀ 
(means MONO or T-FACT model) and   ܿ ݍ 賸݀ (  ▹ ) the
acquired intensity of  th TSL.
C. Data Acquisition
Data sets were acquired from a Philips Achieva 3.0TX
scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) with an
eight channel T/R knee coil (Invivo Corp, Gainesville, USA).
Figure 1. Representative T1rho weighted images acquired at TSL 0, 10, 25, 50
ms, repectively
Figure 2. The comparison of fitting results (a,b,c) using time-fractional order
(T-FACT) and mono-exponential (MONO) models on three voxels in the
articular cartilage shown in (d). (d) T1rho-weigthed image at TSL 0ms.
Sagittal knee scan of one subject was conducted under the
approval of the Institutional Review. A T1rho-prepared fast
spin echo with fat suppression was used for 39 slices data
scanning. The acquisition parameters include: resolution 1 x 1
x 3 mm3, TR/TE = 2200/23 ms, spin-lock frequency 500Hz,
and TSL=[0 10 25 50] ms.
III. RESULTS
In the all slices of the subject, the T-FACT model shows
improved fitting of the acquired data compared to the
mono-exponential model. Figure 1 shows typical
T1rho-prepared images on a representative slice in the
articular cartilage of the subject with different TSLs. Three
voxels were selected as shown on Figure 2(d) to demonstrate
the T1rho relaxation curves (Figure 2) using the two
relaxations model. Three regions of interesting (ROI) were
delineated surround the three selected voxels. T1rho, the
fractional order, and average root mean square error (RMSE)
of the three ROIs were listed in Table 1. Average RMSEs
show that the T-FACT model fit the relaxation much better
than the MONO model. Figure 3 shows the T1rho maps, α
map, and RMSE maps of the representative slice of the
articular cartilage using two fitting models. And complexity of
the tissue is depicted in the α map. Articular cartilage of the
patella show a sharp deviation from the mono-exponential
model, but follow T-FACT better. The proposed model is able
to fit the experimental data with smaller root mean squared
error than the classical mono-exponential relaxation model as
shown in Figure 3.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Anomalous relaxation illustrated in the first plots on
Figure 2(a) leads to the sharp deviation of acquired data from
the mono-exponential decay, which results to abnormal T1rho
values as shown on the Figure 3. One possible reason could be
articular cartilage is no longer satisfy the theoretical
assumptions underlying the classical Bloch equations due to
the complex environment including synovial fluid and
ligament. The proposed T-FACT model widens the scope of
application by extending the classical equations and dispenses
with other assumption such as compartmentalized signal
hypothesis in bi-exponential model. Otherwise, the fractional
order α in T-FACT model may capture information for
structural complexity inside or outside the human articular
cartilage.
The results show the proposed method can better represent
the T1rho relaxation in human articular cartilage. In the future,
further investigation is needed to understand the contribution
of fractional order α and its potential clinical explanation.
Figure 3. A representative slice in the articular cartilage demonstrates:
T1rho–weighted image (a), T1rho maps (c, d) and RMSEmaps (e, f) from two
relaxation models of MONO and T-FACT, and the α map (b) from T-FACT
model. Articular cartilage of the patella show a sharp deviation from the
mono-exponential model, but follows T-FACT better. Yellow arrows show
RMSE with T-FACT model is lower than that with MONO model.
APPENDIX
There are various kinds of definitions for fractional
derivatives. In this appendix, we introduce the Caputo
fractional derivative and some of their properties used in this
work (see also [13-16]).
A. Caputo fractional derivative
Given       with   −   ⿟   ⿟   for integer values of n,
assume that  ( ) is a suitable real function of       , the
Riemann-Liouville integral order of   has the form
      =
 
     
 
  −    −           ( )
Where
    =
 
 
݀−ݍݍ −    ݍ  (2)
is the Gamma function.
Then the Caputo fractional derivative is defined as
 
   
     =   −                (3)
Since the order   of the derivative is restrict to   ⿟   ⿟  ,
the definition can simplify to
 
   
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B. Mittag-Leffler function
Mittag-Leffler function is a generalization of the simple
exponential function. It often appears in applications of
fractional calculus.
1) Single parameter Mittag-Leffler function
The single parameter Mittag-Leffler function defines as
     =
 = 
 
  
 (   豘  )
          (豘)
In the case of   =   , the Mittag-Leffler function has the
property      = ݀
  , leading to the conventional exponential
relaxation processes.
Another property used in this work is
 
   
      
  =       
    (豘)
1) Two-parameter Mittag-Leffler function
The two-parameter Mittag-Leffler function has the form
       =
 = 
 
  
 (   豘  )
            (豘)
When   =  , it leads to the single parameter Mittag-Leffler
function. It has the property
   2   =
݀  −  
 
  (8)
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